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1. Introduction 
File based application workflows are creating tremendous pressures on today s data storage systems. The 
introduction of compute-clusters and multi-core processors has shifted the performance bottleneck from application 
processing to data access, pushing traditional storage systems beyond their means.  Applications with high-
performance storage requirements are widespread in media and entertainment, life sciences, manufacturing design, 
oil & gas exploration, and financial modeling.  The accelerated adoption of enterprise server virtualization and cloud 
computing infrastructures transforms even moderate workloads of individual applications to high-performance 
aggregate I/O from the hosting virtual server.   

In the past, most applications had specific and distinct performance requirements that did not change significantly 
over time. To meet the requirements of varying applications a wide array of storage products appeared on the market 
grouped into three major categories. Traditional DAS, NAS and SAN systems are based on a scale-up model 
characterized as monolithic systems controlled by a single processing unit, with an inherent fixed performance and 
capacity ceiling.  

With the application landscape transforming into distributed environments that scale processing power by deploying 
more commodity hardware, traditional scale-up storage systems limit the ability to scale application performance and 
create significant storage management overhead.  Compared to traditional storage systems, clustered scale-out 
storage architecture is a more compelling storage solution for distributed application environments.  

Clustered scale-out storage architecture, pioneered by Isilon Systems, utilizes commodity hardware unified by an 
intelligent distributed operating system to create a single storage system with extremely high-performance and 
availability, ease of use, low cost, and theoretically unlimited scalability in capacity and performance.  

Here we will introduce various application storage performance requirements and different approaches for meeting 
those (chapter three).  We will describe the architecture and performance characteristics of Isilon® IQ scale-out 
storage (chapters three and four) and provide guidelines and best practices to configure and scale an Isilon IQ cluster 
to meet the performance requirements of specific applications data access (chapters five and six) at your 
organization.  

2. Understanding & Measuring Performance 
For a better understanding of how you can achieve maximum performance with Isilon scale-out 

NAS, this chapter reviews application I/O requirements and storage performance capabilities.   

These examples illustrate what is meant by “high-performance storage” requirements:   

• Media & entertainment special effects shops use rendering farms for complex 3D animation image processing. 

• Bio-informatics research labs use compute clusters running proteomic sequencing applications to find new 
biomarkers and drug targets. 

• Financial modeling firms use compute clusters running statistical analysis for predictive modeling of future stock 
valuations and their derivatives.  

• IT data centers use server virtualization to run tens to hundreds of VMs on a few physical servers or outsource 
their processing power as a cloud infrastructure. 

Such environments typically consist of hundreds to thousands of compute systems, processing terabytes of data 
against a single, or multiple, storage systems. The ability of the storage system to deliver high-performance data 
access in parallel to a large aggregate of clients is typically the determining factor for total processing time.  Other 
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types of applications require a single fast data connection (across a single or multiple links). In these cases, the 
storage system must pool all resources to serve high-performance I/O to a single client. For example, high-definition 
television and movie production studios require real-time, high-throughput data streaming to capture and edit 
uncompressed HD content over a single stream.  

Applications will compete for storage resources or collaborate to achieve maximum performance utilization of storage 
resources.  For example, building a server infrastructure for a product design and simulation project may involve 
hundreds of servers, operating systems and different application licenses. If those resources are not fully utilized 
because of I/O bottlenecks more application instances must be installed, increasing capital cost, or less productivity is 
achieved decreasing return on investments.  Measuring storage performance capabilities becomes a critical process 
to achieve maximum application and business productivity. 

Performance Basics 

Measuring performance characteristics of storage systems can be challenging across many fronts. While storage 
systems are often tuned for specific performance needs they will often have hidden bottlenecks that are only 
discovered during production application execution. The best way to determine if a storage system can match the 
workflow performance needs of an application is to run the application in a production environment. When it is not 
feasible or practical to run the production application against a storage system, standard benchmarks tests are used 
for approximation and comparison with other storage systems.  

Different aspects of storage architecture and data access behavior need to be taken into consideration when 
discussing storage system performance. Storage systems vary greatly in their ability to perform based on the 

application access pattern because of their capabilities in handling concurrent operations, latency bound operations, 

and sequential and random access operations. 

Storage performance can be measured in throughput or latency. Throughput performance is measured by calculating 

the average amount of data transferred within discrete time intervals (MB/s) or by the number of operations within the 

given time interval (IOPs).  Latency performance is measured by the round-trip time from initiating a single I/O 

request to receiving the response.  

Throughput requirements can be addressed by applying intelligence to predict how data is accessed during both read 

and write operations and allocating resources accordingly. Low latency requirements can be addressed by minimizing 

latency for each data access operation, using low-latency networking and disk hardware components, or by data 

buffering that minimizes overhead of latency heavy steps in the data path.  As a result, different RAID configurations 

produce different latency and throughput performance results.  

 

Data Access Patterns 

Random access to data, typically measured in IOps, is characterized by small-block I/O operations across the data 

set. Since random operations cannot be predicted ahead of time, the current data location (either memory or disk) 

has a direct impact on the speed in which an I/O operation is completed.  When data is cached, I/O operations are 

much faster than when data is stored on disk. Thus, the amount of cache and the speed (RPM) of disk drives is an 

important consideration when optimizing for IOps. CPU processing power is also critical as the number of data 

transactions and the associated metadata operations increases, since more data trafficking takes place. CPU can 

quickly become a performance bottleneck limiting the amount of I/O operations a storage system can deliver. 

Random access has traditionally been associated with block-based storage applications such as transactional 

databases.  Databases require high IOps to ensure data correctness and integrity across strict data structure of rows, 

tables and indexes. Highly transactional databases are often stored on block-based SAN storage systems with highly 

optimized RAID configurations. However, as compute power grows via clustered-computing and multi-core 
processors, new applications using multi-threaded file-based data access can drive high-IOps performance.  These 
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applications are typically found in financial modeling, chip design, manufacturing and retail supply chain modeling, oil 
& gas seismic analysis, life sciences genomic sequencing, and high-end computer animation rendering. 

Sequential data access pattern, measured in bandwidth throughput, is characterized by large data transfers to 

contiguous sections of a file over a single connection. Application workflows requiring single-stream sequential data 

access rely on fixed bandwidth performance to a single client connection to guarantee data can be transferred at the 

proper rate for the application. Applications producing unbound sequential I/O attempt to maximize the bandwidth 

between the storage system and the application to move data as fast as possible. Due to their need for high-

bandwidth data access, these applications benefit from having high bandwidth network links, such 10GigE, and 

dedicated storage resources. 

Another form of sequential data access can be found in workflows that generate many concurrent connections 
accessing many small files. Concurrent access workflows require high-aggregate bandwidth over the sum of all 
storage system network links.  

 

Data Type Operations 

Fundamentally, there are two primary types of data operations for file-based storage systems. File data operations 
and file system metadata operations. File data operations refer to access to the collection of physical blocks that 
comprise the data stored in a file. Metadata operations refer to access to file system information such as  file location, 
file name, create time, modify time, ownership identification, access permissions, etc. managed by the file system.  

 

File Size Considerations  

Size must be taken into account to understand overall performance behavior. Some storage systems are optimized to 

perform well on data sets with small files (or blocks of data) for transactional workloads. Other systems are tuned to 

perform well when delivering data in sequential streams of large files.  As file size increases another observation 

surfaces. Most storage architectures are quickly limited by disk bandwidth to service large files because the file data 

is limited to a volume striped across a fixed set of disks (a shelf of disks or RAID group).  

Limitations of Scale-up RAID Based Storage Systems 

More and more workflows consist of a mix of data access patterns, file type operations and file sizes. Because 
traditional storage systems differ greatly in the way they support these distinct access patterns and data types, 
storage configuration and sizing becomes a complex and error prone process. 

Traditional scale-up storage systems typically consist of a multi-layer architecture with a file system, volume, and 
RAID management layers. The file system, managed by the client or by a dedicated server, is bound by the CPU 
processing power and file system size limit. The RAID management layer is bound by the RAID controller processing 
power, throughput and by the number of spindles in each RAID group. The volume management layer is mainly an 
abstraction layer that resides between the other two.   

A multi-layer design introduces limitations when the capabilities of these layers are not aligned. File system size limits 
(typically less than 16TB) dictate the size of a volume and RAID group size.  However, RAID group performance is 
bound by the number of disk spindles and as a result only small, fast, disks can be used to generate the proper 
performance load.  The introduction of higher density drives (500GB and above) are outside the realm of these 
systems, increasing the cost of storage and limiting the scalability of individual applications. A file system can only 
reside within a single RAID group, but the RAID configuration is fixed during setup and cannot be changed or 
expanded.   The addition of more drive spindles eventually exhausts the performance capabilities of the RAID 
controller. As a result, many systems max out performance at less than 50% of the spindle count or at 30% of the 
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total available storage capacity.  In these systems, adding more drives or using drives with higher capacity is a case 
of diminishing returns. 

 

Some storage systems manage metadata and file data in the same disk volume and controller, while others separate 
the two. While it may seem that systems with dedicated hardware controllers for metadata processing increase 
overall performance, the controllers themselves are often a bottleneck because of their limited scalability. These 
controllers also reduce availability and reliability because they act as a single point of failure. If a meta-data controller 
fails without a proper high-availability (HA) configuration, access to all data is lost. Creating and managing 
heterogeneous configurations is complex and resource straining. 

Each of these architectures attempt to increase performance by a) optimizing layout of file data and metadata, or b) 
by dedicating metadata processing resources through a separate controller. Such systems will ultimately encounter a 
performance and capacity ceiling due to the inherent limitations of monolithic scale-up storage architecture. At some 
point the performance cap of a limited set of resources will be reached.  

In scale-up architecture, a forklift upgrade is required to replace the processing hardware for the storage system to 
scale, requiring the system to go offline.  This is equivalent to having to replace a train engine to increase the speed 
of a train or to pull more cars. As a result, changing performance requirements cannot be addressed with the existing 
setup and often requires adding a separate system adding silos of storage. 

 

Advantages of Isilon IQ Scale-out NAS   

Isilon scale-out NAS was designed from the ground up to address a wide array of performance 

characteristics.  

 

Multi-dimensional Performance Scaling 

Isilon scale-out NAS is built from modular nodes that offer varying levels of performance and capacity ratios. At the 
heart of the system are storage platform nodes that include both processing power and disk I/O powered by an 
intelligent distributed file system that pools all resources together to address the storage needs for almost any kind of 
application workload.  If the workflow is bound by disk I/O, more platform nodes can be added “on the fly” to add both 
disk spindles and processing power.  Similarly, if the workload is bound by CPU and memory alone, performance 
accelerator nodes can be added “on the fly”. This capability of the storage systems allows it to scale on both 
dimensions at the same time, or independently, adapting to a changing application environment. 

An Isilon cluster stripes files across multiple nodes and disks to parallelize I/O operations. Large contiguous disk 
segments (128K) are used to optimize file layout. During write operations data is first placed in large memory buffers 
and flushed to disk in a well planned order to reduce disk overhead. During reads data is prefetched to avoid similar 
disk I/O overhead in the other direction. Since each file is striped on a different set of nodes and disks the aggregate 
load produced when randomly accessing a set of files is distributed across all disks in the cluster and not bound to a 
limited set of disks as is the case in a RAID based system. Since all nodes participate in I/O processing a larger 
number of CPU and memory processing units are available than a single traditional head or RAID controller can 
support. 

For random I/O operations, blocks as small as 8KB in size are used to fetch data at more granular level. Data is also 
kept in large cache pooled by all nodes to reduce I/O response time.  
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Scalable Metadata and Data processing 

The optimal handling of data is to spread both file data and metadata across a scale-out storage system where 
multiple nodes in the cluster act as peers, handling I/O for both data and metadata operations. In this distributed 
architecture, I/O processing is balanced across all nodes in the cluster and no single node is a bottleneck or single 
point of failure. The Isilon IQ clustered storage system manages the layout of metadata and file data directly on all 
cluster nodes, thereby optimizing access to both data types. In addition to optimizing file layout, the Isilon operating 
system, OneFS® provides a globally coherent cache layer, called SmartCache that scales across all nodes, and 
adapts caching heuristics to optimize access to file data and metadata operations.  

 

File Size Performance Characteristics 

Isilon scale-out NAS can use varying amount of storage nodes and disks to optimize access to a variety of file sizes. 

This is true for environments that require massively concurrent access to many small files and for high-throughput 

sequential data access to single large files. Since each file is striped in varying stripe sizes, Isilon IQ clusters are 

designed to perform well across a wide range of file sizes.  

With OneFS, small files (under 128KB) are mirrored eliminating the need to calculate parity, reducing CPU overhead. 

Other storage systems typically require a set of read-calculate-write operations for every file write operation.  

For files larger then 128KB in size, Isilon IQ stripes data across multiple nodes. As the cluster grows, larger files will 

be striped across more nodes and disks, leveraging their collective CPU power and disk I/O to increase data access 

performance. Isilon IQ provides an additional level of user defined file layout optimization for different workflows, 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Isilon scale-out NAS can accommodate various types of data access patterns and derived combinations by pooling 

various types of nodes. While storage nodes provide both CPU and disk I/O for high-performance concurrent or 

sequential access, they can be complemented with Accelerator-x nodes to meet high-performance single-stream 

access over 10GigE connections. Real-time application requirements can be met by delivering high aggregate 

throughput performance over multiple connections, or by utilizing Accelerator-x nodes with higher CPU and cache 

resources to decrease I/O latency and increase random I/O access. 

3. Isilon IQ Performance Overview 
With the basics of storage performance and the benefits of Scale-out over Scale-up storage in 

place, here’s a closer look at the Isilon Scale-out NAS architecture. 

Isilon IQ Scale-out NAS Storage Architecture 

An Isilon IQ cluster consists of three to 144 Isilon 
IQ nodes.  Each modular, self-contained Isilon IQ 
storage node contains disk drives, multi-core 
CPU(s), memory and network connectivity. As 
additional nodes are added to a cluster, all aspects 
of the cluster scale symmetrically, including disk 
capacity, disk I/O, memory, CPU, and network 
connectivity. Isilon IQ nodes automatically work 
together, harnessing their collective power into a 
single unified storage system that is tolerant of the 
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failure of any piece of hardware, including disks, switches or even entire nodes.  

To address the scalability and reliability of a storage cluster, Isilon developed the OneFS operating system which runs 
on each node in the cluster. OneFS consolidates the three layers of traditional storage architectures –file system, 
volume manager and RAID – into one unified software layer. This creates a single intelligent, fully symmetrical 
distributed file system, aggregating the capacity and performance of all nodes in the cluster.  

OneFS manages file layout by striping data on 
disks across multiple nodes in parallel, and keeps 
the nodes synchronized by using distributed 
algorithms for lock management, block 
management, and caching which maintain global 
coherency throughout the entire cluster. By 
maintaining a fully synchronized state of the file 
system across all nodes, Isilon IQ eliminates any 
single point of failure for access to the file system.  
Any node in the cluster can accept a I/O request 
and present a unified view of the entire file system. 
All nodes in the cluster are “peers”, so the system 
is fully symmetrical, eliminating single points of 
failure and inherent bottlenecks. 

Isilon IQ Core Performance Features 

Isilon offers two types of IQ cluster nodes that address storage performance in different ways; platform storage nodes 
and expansion performance nodes. Each of these nodes includes a variety of models with different performance and 
capacity characteristics (other type of nodes, that are not performance oriented are not discussed here because they 
add cluster capacity without addressing performance). 

Platform storage nodes form the building blocks of a cluster by pooling disk, CPU, and networking resources to 
generate maximum aggregate disk IO performance. While a cluster comprised of platform storage nodes alone can 
accommodate many application workflows and performance requirements, performance accelerator nodes, which do 
not include disks, are built specifically to dramatically enhance performance.  

Both platform storage and performance accelerator nodes run the same OneFS distributed file system, and can be 
mixed together to create a single pool of storage to scale on-demand, making Isilon IQ scale-out NAS the simplest 
and most versatile storage system, able to meet a wide range of application performance requirements. 

Before we describe each of the node types in detail, let s review several key performance enhancing features 
common to all Isilon IQ cluster nodes. 

 

OneFS Fully Symmetric Distributed Operating System 

OneFS is a fully symmetric distributed operating system that runs on each storage node in the cluster. Each node 
acts as a peer and no single node assumes a specific role that can cause it to become a single point of failure or a 
bottleneck. OneFS is a 64bit SMP operating system able to harness the power of all CPU cores and large memory 
space to provide over 45GBps aggregate throughput and 1.7 million IOps in a single 144 storage node cluster.  
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InfiniBand Cluster Networking 

InfiniBand is a very low-latency high-speed network fabric used as intra-cluster communications for real-time 
synchronization of the Isilon IQ cluster. The DDR 4X InfiniBand switched fabric, with 20Gbps full-duplex bandwidth 
and nanosecond latency, is designed to allow the OneFS distributed file system to utilize the performance capabilities 
of all nodes in the cluster and scale performance linearly as more nodes are added. 

 

OneFS SmartCache - Globally Coherent Read & Write Cache 

OneFS SmartCache provides faster access to content by intelligently predicting how content will be accessed and 
which parts of the file or files are required. Like other resources in the cluster, as more nodes are added, the total 
cluster cache grows in size, enabling Isilon to deliver unparalleled performance while maintaining globally coherent 
read and write access across the cluster.  

The shared cache is used to pre-fetch both metadata and file data to optimize access based on the actual workflows 
in effect. For example, SmartCache will load more metadata information into cache for workflows with higher 
metadata I/O operations, or workflows with high concurrent access to many small files. In contrast, more cache will be 
used for file data in workflows with access to fewer yet larger files. 

Write caching uses write buffering to 
accumulate, or coalesce, multiple write 
operations so that they can be written in to 
disk more efficiently. This form of buffering 
reduces the disk write penalty which 
requires multiple reads and writes for each 
write operation. Write caching maintains 
global cache coherency, allowing a read-
after-write to occur across nodes in the 
cluster. Isilon uses a complex set of 
heuristic algorithms to make sure new data 
writes are available for reading by all nodes 
within the cluster, even before data is flushed to disk.  

For example, as server C is writing data, other clients, such as server B, have access to that data from cache. The 
cache algorithms then flush the cache to disk as shown when server C stops writing data, or periodically to streamline 
performance. Also, when server A writes to the same file, SmartCache ensures any writes to the same file from 
server C, that are still in cache, are first flushed to disk. 

A key performance feature in OneFS gives the system administrator the unique ability to control the write caching 
behavior at the individual directory level rather than only at the system level, as most vendors do. In this way, 
applications that need to make sure data is immediately committed to disk, on every write operation, are given a 
much more granular level of control. Only those particular directories which were set to disable write cache will see 
the non-cached performance impact, and will not affect the performance of the rest of the cluster. 

OneFS (5.0 and later) also provides a highly specialized content aware read cache for high-definition media 
streaming applications. Some applications read and write video single streams over many files, each representing 
one video frame. These files are named based on their numerical sequence in the video stream. For example, the 
first frame in a stream is stored in file “movie00001.dpx” and frame number 10001 is stored in file “movie10001.dpx”. 
OneFS can be directed to pre-fetch data from multiple files into cache by recognizing files with a sequential naming 
scheme, improving read stream performance. 
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OneFS File Layout Performance Optimization 

OneFS includes multiple file layout optimization features. OneFS writes data to disks in multi-block aggregates to 
reduce disk I/O latency when flushing cached data to disk. Multiple 128K aggregates are in turn written in parallel as 
stripes to multiple disks and nodes to increase performance and provide unprecedented levels of data protection 
sustaining up to four simultaneous disks or nodes failures. 

OneFS (5.0 and later) also introduces an advanced user selected file layout mechanism that allows optimizing I/O 
either for streaming or concurrent data access. The ability to configure file layout is available on a per directory level 
which applies to all files in the directory. For example, directory A  can be optimized for concurrency workflows 
(default setting) while directory B  can be optimized for single-stream applications. These settings can be changed on 
the fly, providing an ideal platform for consolidating all data on one single pool of storage. Details on how to choose 
one file allocation over another are discussed in Chapter Five. 

 

Client Load Balancing with Isilon IQ SmartConnect™ Software 

With Isilon IQ SmartConnect software, clients connecting to the Isilon single pool of storage can benefit from reduced 
administrative overhead and access to the system even as the storage system is expanded. 

SmartConnect applies intelligent policies (i.e. CPU 
utilization, connection count, throughput) to 
simplify the connection management task by 
automatically distributing the client connections 
across the cluster, based on predefined policies to 
maximize performance. In contrast, most storage 
systems require manual and complex configuration 
of clients or require the use of a third party 
application or switch. 

4. Isilon IQ Performance Nodes Specifications 
While all Isilon storage nodes run the same OneFS distributed file system they differ in their 

hardware performance resources.  In this chapter, you’ll see the performance characteristics of 

different node types. 

Isilon IQ Platform Nodes 

The Isilon IQ storage platform node consists of the S-Series product line with SAS drives and X-Series product line 
with SATA drives. By offering a wide selection of storage node models, IQ clusters can be built to accommodate a 
wide range of performance-to-capacity ratios 

 

S-Series High-Performance Platform Nodes 

S-Series platform storage nodes form the high-performance product line for the highest I/O workloads. Each 2RU S-
Series node consists 12 x 15,000 RPM SAS drives, two multi-core Intel Xeon CPUs and 16GB of RAM along with 4 
Gigabit Ethernet ports. A single 144 S-Series cluster can provide over 45GBps and 1.7 million IOps in a single file 
system. S-Series clusteres are ideal for applications that require very high random access for file and metadata in 
smaller form factors and less storage than X-Series clusters offer. 
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X-Series Platform Nodes 

X-Series platform storage nodes provide high-performance access for more sequential and concurrent data access 
where data sets are larger and both performance and capacity growth are equally important. X-Series nodes come in 
two form factors; 2RU X-Series storage node consist of 12 x 7,200 RPM SATA2 drives, single multi-core CPU and 
4GB RAM along with 2 Gigabit Ethernet ports. The 4RU X-Series storage node consists of 36 x 7,200 RPM SATA2 
drives, two multi-core CPU and 16GB RAM along with 4 Gigabit Ethernet ports. 

Isilon platform nodes are available in several models in varying storage capacity from the 1.9TB to 36TB in a single 
node. Here is a summary of the hardware specifications for each of the platform node product lines. 

 

 Form Factor Drives CPU RAM Ethernet Throughout 

2U X-Series 2RU 12 x SATA2 
7200 RPM 

1 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

4GB 2 x Gigabit NICs 200MB/s 
4,000 IOPs 

4U X-Series 4RU 36 x SATA2 
7200 RPM 

2 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

16GB 4 x Gigabit NICs 320MB/s 
8,000 IOps 

2U S-Series 2RU 12 x SAS   
15000 RPM 

2 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

16 GB 4 x Gigabit NICs 320MB/s 
12,000 IOps 

 

Per Model Performance to Capacity Ratio  

Regardless of their form factor or the type of disk they contain, as each platform storage node is added cluster 
capacity increases at increments based on node model while performance increases linearly at a fix rate.  

The values in the graph capacity and throughput axis represent only a part of the overall performance and capacity 
capabilities of the Isilon IQ cluster. 
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.  

The illustration above shows that higher slopes represent higher performance per a set capacity. For example the 
dotted line shows the performance across all nodes per capacity of 60TB. At the top slope a 1920-x node cluster will 
provide 6GBps aggregate throughout while a 12000x node at the bottom slope will provide 1000GBps aggregate 
throughout. Note: this does not illustrate IOps to capacity performance ratio. 

Isilon IQ Accelerator-x Performance Expansion Nodes 

The Isilon IQ Accelerator-x is a modular, 1 RU appliance that can be added to any Isilon IQ cluster in less than 30 
seconds with no downtime or data access interruption. All Accelerator-x nodes use the same Infiniband fabric for 
intra-cluster communications and run the same OneFS distributed file system, making them an integral part of the 
Isilon IQ cluster. Isilon IQ Accelerator-x nodes are designed to address the challenges of high-performance 
application workflows that cannot be met by adding more disk spindles.   

 

Highlights of the Accelerator-x performance benefits: 

• Provides high-throughput single-stream reads and writes over 10GigE client connections. 

• Increases performance for metadata and random I/O workflows that can leverage additional CPU. 

• Increases performance for applications that can leverage access to working sets in large cache. 

• Provides additional CPU resources for storage system administrative tasks such as data protection, data 
replication, snapshot management and other advanced cluster services. 

Isilon provides a variety of Accelerator-x models that differ in their CPU, memory, and network hardware which, when 
added to X-Series storage nodes, provide a highly flexible and scalable storage platform for high-performance data 
access.  
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 Usage CPU RAM Ethernet Performance 

Basic 
Accelerator-x 

Increase general read and write 
performance in clusters with 
legacy i-series nodes. 

1 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

4GB 2 x Gigabit 
NICs 

200 MB/s 

Accelerator-x  
8GB RAM 

Single-stream performance for 
very high throughput workflows 
in which individual clients 
maximize bandwidth 10GigE 
network. 

2 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

8GB 2 x 10GbE 

2 x Gigabit 

700 MB/s 

20,000 IOps 

Accelerator-x  
32GB RAM 

Increase performance for very 
high IOps workflows in which 
clients connecting over 10GigE 
or Gigabit Ethernet can benefit 
from a large cache. 

2 x Multi-core 
Intel Xeon  
2GHz CPU 

32GB 2 x 10GbE 

2 x Gigabit 

700 MB/s 

26,000 IOps 

 

Detailed discussion about data access performance characteristics and measurement techniques will be covered in 
chapters five and six. 

 

5. Isilon IQ Performance Configuration Guidelines 
This chapter reviews the guidelines for choosing the right Isilon IQ cluster configurations to 

address different types of workflows and how to scale initial deployments.  Some of the common 

tuning parameters to address those workflows will also be reviewed. 

Single Stream Isilon IQ Performance Guidelines 

An Isilon IQ cluster is well suited to support high-performance, single stream access. The client can connect to a 
platform node or a 1 gigabit accelerator node for gigabit bound performance or through any 10GbE accelerator node 
for higher bandwidth.  Regardless of the node being used to generate the stream, the power of all nodes in the cluster 
is used to load the data from cache or multiple disks in parallel. Isilon provides the following performance guidelines 
for single-stream data access: 

• Each Gigabit connection to a cluster can generate a single stream with up to 100MB/s. 

• Applications that generate a single stream running multiple threads with separate connections may be able to 
use bonded 1GigE interfaces, generating a single-stream across both interfaces. 

• An application connected to the cluster over 10GigE interface can generate a single 400MB/s stream or two 
streams at 340MB/s. 

• Applications that generate a single stream running multiple threads accessing different files can reach 
approximately 540MB/s throughput over a 10GbE connection.  
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• Adding a gigabit accelerator node can increase read performance in workflows where the same data is 
repeatedly accessed from cache. 

• To maximize performance over 10GigE connections, at least three X-Series storage nodes or two S-Series 
storage nodes are necessary for every one 10GigE accelerator node. Initial cluster configuration must include 
five X-Series storage nodes or three S-Series storage nodes before adding the first 10GigE Accelerator-x node. 

• Accelerator nodes do not contribute disk I/O. When performance of the cluster is maxed out because it is disk I/O 
bound (around 200MB/sec per X-Series node, and 320MB/s per S-Series node), more storage nodes are 
required before adding any accelerator nodes. 

 

How to maximize single-stream performance over 10GigE connections: 

• Use 10GigE Accelerator-x with 8GB RAM. Extra cache is not likely to add performance. 

• Use jumbo frames network MTU settings. 

• Use NFS protocol with optimal mount options: 512K write, and 128KB read size.  

• Isilon recommends using the Hummingbird Maestro Solo NFS clients for Windows applications when attempting 
to maximize single-stream performance. 

• Configure OneFS with “streaming” mode file layout to utilize more disks for parallel I/O. 

• Additional tuning options for cluster, network, and client performance are detailed in chapter six of this paper.  

• Clients may benefit from lower level TCP buffer sizes and flow control optimizations. 

 

 

 

A key benefit of the Isilon IQ cluster is when more streams are required, additional storage nodes can be added to 
scale the cluster s aggregate performance, and additional 10GigE Accelerator-x nodes can be added to meet high 
throughput single-stream performance requirements. 

Single-stream Application Connected over 10GigE 
Connection to an Accelerator-x with 8GB RAM for 
High-Throughput 
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Sample single-stream performance lab test configuration using IOZone: 

• Linux CentOS 5 + NFS over 1GigE: 10 IQ6000x, MTU=9k, NFS rwsize=32k, IOZone reclen=512k 

• Windows XP + CIFS over 1GigE: 10 IQ6000x, 9k MTU, IOZone reclen=60k 

• Linux CentOS 5 + NFS over 10GigE: 10 IQ6000x + 1 10GigE Accelerator-x (8GB RAM), NFS rsize=128k and 
wsize=512k, streaming  file layout, IOZone receln=512k 

• Windows XP + CIFS over 10GigE: 10 IQ6000x + 1 10GigE Accelerator-x, streaming  file layout, IOZone 
reclen=60k 

• Multi-file streaming was conducted on the same hardware with an internal file streaming application running 4 
threads using 8MB frame files. 

The chart below shows throughput performance for single stream applications using both NFS and CIFS protocols 
access over gigabit and 1oGigE connections. Although the tests were conducted using the Isilon X-Series nodes 
similar results are obtained with S-Series nodes. S-Series nodes performance benefits are more apparent for IOps 
intensive workflows with random access and small files operations, as outlined in the next section. 
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Factors that may degrade performance: 

• Using the 1500MTU network setting. 

• Using other then recommended NFS read and write size mount options. 

• Using an incorrect storage node to 10GigE Accelerator-x node ratio. 

• Not setting file layout to streaming . 

• Running filestream application with different amount of  threads. 

 

Concurrent Access Isilon IQ Performance Guidelines 

Isilon offers superior performance for concurrent data access for a number of reasons. As more client connections 
are initiated, Isilon IQ balances connections across all cluster nodes using the Isilon SmartConnect software. 
SmartConnect ensures the aggregate network load, generated by all concurrent connections, is distributed evenly 
across all nodes and disks. In turn, OneFS, ensures all disk I/O and caching is distributed across all nodes in the 
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cluster. Since there are no dedicated disks or volumes for file data striping, all disk resources are treated as one 
single pool of storage and all nodes contribute their processing power to handle the performance load. 

Isilon provides the following performance guidelines for concurrent sequential data access: 

• Each S-Series node in the cluster adds 320MB/s aggregate throughput. 

• Each 2RU X-Series node in the cluster adds 200MB/s aggregate throughput. 

• Each 4RU X-Series node in the cluster adds 320MB/s aggregate throughput. 

• A concurrent access workload to a 144 storage nodes cluster can provide over 45GB/sec in aggregate.  

• All supported data access protocols (NFS, CIFS, HTTP, and FTP) can be used to fully maximize concurrent 
access throughput performance. 

• Each 10GigE Accelerator-x node can provide approximately 700MB/s aggregate throughput when all clients 
connect to the cluster through the accelerator. Performance varies by clients and protocols being used.  

• If data access is dominated by a large amount of metadata operations, adding a 10GigE Accelerator-x node with 
32GB RAM can boost performance since most metadata operations will be accessed from cache. 

• A 1GigE Accelerator-x node can be added to increase read cache in workflows where the same data is accessed 
repeatedly. 

• To maximize performance over 10GigE connections, at least three X-Series storage nodes or two S-Series 
storage nodes are necessary for every one 10GigE accelerator node. Initial cluster configuration must include 
five X-Series storage nodes or three S-Series storage nodes before adding the first 10GigE Accelerator-x node. 

• Accelerator nodes do not contribute disk I/O. When performance of the cluster is maxed out because it is disk I/O 
bound (around 200MB/sec per X-Series node, and 320MB/s per S-Series node), more storage nodes are 
required before adding any accelerator nodes.  

• Use SmartConnect zones to balance client connections and load across the cluster. 

 

Concurrent Access Performance Lab Results (in MBps) 

The following graphs show the results of internal lab testing using both S-Series and X-Series clusters.  In these 
tests, various cluster sizes were used to show scalability as the cluster size grows.  An Accelerator-x node was also 
used in some testing to show the added performance benefit from adding CPU processing and cache. 
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IOMeter Concurrent Mixed Access Test Results 

Another set of tests for concurrent access using a 10GigE Accelerator-x was conducted using IOMeter. In this test the 
following configuration was used: 

• Six Linux clients connected to 10GigE Accelerator-x (32GB RAM) in a 10-node IQ6000x cluster 

• Various NFS mount options: 32k, 128k, and 512k rwsize 

• Various client read/write block sizes: 8k, 32k, 128k, and 512k 

• 50% sequential read and 50% sequential write operations 

 

The IOMeter test above shows that as the I/O record size grows the number of I/O operations declines from 9569 
IOps, while the total bandwidth grows to 844MB/s.  As a result, there are fewer transactions with larger block sizes. 
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Factors that may impact performance: 

• Small read and write workflows may benefit from using the 1500MTU network setting. 

• Small read and write workflows may benefit using lower NFS rsize or wsize mount options. 

• Using an incorrect storage node to 10GigE Accelerator-x node ratio may impact results. 

• Some concurrent access workflows (large files) performed better in streaming  mode. 

• Make sure to use the right type of SmartConnect connection balancing policy. 

Random Access Isilon IQ Performance Guidelines 

The OneFS distributed file system takes advantage of the multitude of CPUs available on all storage and accelerator 
nodes in a cluster, addressing the needs of extremely high IOps applications requiring random access to file based 
data.  For maximum performance, Isilon IQ S-Series nodes equipped with 15,000 RPM SAS drives, multi-core CPUs, 
and 16GB memory offer up to 1.7 Million IOPs within a single 144 node cluster. 

 

Isilon provides the following performance guidelines for random data access: 

• Each Isilon IQ S-Series storage platform node can deliver 12,000 NFS IOps of uncached data, and 1.7 million 
NFS IOps can be delivered on a 144 S-Series node cluster. 

• A single X-Series storage platform node can deliver 4,000 NFS IOps and up to 570,000 NFS IOps can be 
delivered on a 144 X-Series node cluster. 

• A single 10GigE Accelerator-x node with 32GB RAM can deliver over 26,000 NFS IOps. 

• Isilon IQ delivers substantially higher NFS IOps performance for applications that can load their working data set 
into the 32GB RAM of a 10GigE Accelerator-x node. Applications that have a mix of high performance metadata 
and file data IOps will also benefit from a 10GigE Accelerator-x with 32GB RAM. Accelerator-x nodes do not 
contribute to disk I/O. When performance of the cluster is maxed out because it is disk I/O bound (12,000 NFS 
IOps per S-Series node, and 4,000 NFS IOps per S-Series node), more storage nodes are required before 
adding Accelerator-x nodes.  

• Accelerator-x nodes can often add application level I/O in cases where data can be retrieved from the 32GB of 
accelerator cache or in cases where storage I/O is CPU bound rather than disk I/O bound.  

 

 

A compute farm connected over an S-
Series storage cluster for High IOPS 
Performance 

10GigE 

Switch 

5 x 5400S Isilon IQ Cluster Delivering 
60,000 NFS IOPS  

(up to 1.7million IOPS with 144 nodes)  
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Performance results of NFS IOps Using Standard Benchmark Tools 

Below is a collection of results using different random access benchmarking tools. The results show the significant 
improvement in performance when using S-Series nodes compared to x-series node in similar cluster sizes.  

 

Comparison of SpecSFS 97 benchmark results (under 5ms latency) 

Node Type 5 Node Cluster 10 Node Cluster 

X-Series (SATA) 21,616 40,439 

S-Series (SAS) 55,804 111,190 

This comparison shows that S-Series nodes with SAS drives increase performance by almost three-fold compared to 
similar sized X-Series nodes with SATA drives. 

 

SpecSFS 2008 Published Results for a 10 S-Series nodes cluster 

In July 2009 Isilon published the first of a series of SpecSFS 2008 results with a 10 S–Series nodes cluster achieving 
46,635 IOps. This cluster consisted of 120 SAS drives, 20 quad-core CPUs, and 160GB RAM and could scale to 
more than 10 times its current size, up to 144 nodes with total of 2304GB RAM, and 288 CPUs (1152 cores). 

 

Web Services Workflow IOps Load Testing Results 

Isilon conducted another IOps load test using that more adequately represents structured data access workflows for 
web services applications. This test includes the following mix of operations over NFS; 10% getattr, 20% lookup, 10% 
readlink, 25% read, 10% readdir, 10% fsstat, 15% access 

The test was run on a 10-node 6000x cluster and the aggregate NFS IOps result was 45,171, which is approximately 
4,500 NFS IOps per X-Series node. 
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• Using 9000MTU instead of 1500MTU network setting. 

• Using other then recommended NFS rsize or wsize mount options. 

• Using a 10GigE Accelerator-x with 8GB RAM instead of 32GB RAM. 

• Not turning off cluster prefetch setting. 

 

Putting it All Together 

As you ve seen from the tests and guidelines reviewed in this paper, an Isilon IQ cluster can support a dynamic and 
versatile application mix for throughput centric or IOps centric workflows.  A key benefit of the Isilon IQ architecture is 
the ability to create a new cluster, or add to an existing one, with any combination of storage node and Accelerator-x 
models to address different performance requirements within a single file system. The following diagram can assist in 
determining which node types to include in a cluster. 

 

 

6. Isilon IQ Performance Tuning Guidelines 
Isilon IQ offers various performance tuning options to take advantage of a rich set of performance 

features.  In most cases, very little tuning is required.  However, since every application produces 

a unique data access load, this chapter reviews common tuning options you can apply on a case 

by case basis.  
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Cluster Performance Monitoring 

Performance tuning relies on adequate performance monitoring and data collection. With the release of OneFS 5.5 a 
new performance statistics collection tool is available that can be invoked through the  isi statistics command 
line interface. The tool provides a wide array of performance data at the system, protocol and client view level. The 
isi statistics can be invoked using several modes of operations using the following subcommands: 

isi statistics system <system options>  

 

The system mode of the isi statistics tool is the most basic mode of operation.  System mode provides high-level 
cluster performance metrics in an easily-accessible format.  The system output includes CPU utilization, per protocol 
and total throughput (CIFS, FTP, HTTP, and NFS), network throughout, and disk I/O. 

isi statistics protocols <protocol options> 

 

Protocol and client modes display cluster usage statistics organized by communication protocol.  Operations are also 
grouped according to the following classes: read, write, create, delete, namespace operations, file state, session state 
and other file system information 

isi statistics client <client options> 

 

The client  mode of the tool shares a great deal of functionality with the protocol mode .  The client  mode allows the 
user to view and sort statistics according to the following identification fields in addition to the fields shared between 
protocol and client modes: client IP address or name, node ip or address, user ID or name. 

In addition to these basic modes of operations a comprehensive set of raw statistics data can be collected using the 
‘isi statistics query’ subcommand. With the query subcommand over 400 statistics can be collected .  

Each of these basic and advanced modes of operation offer a rich set of filtering, sorting, grouping and display 
options. For more information please refer to the Isilon command line interface manual. 

Cluster Performance Tuning Options 

 

Cluster Write Caching (Coalescer) Setting  

By default, all writes to the Isilon cluster are cashed by the file system coalescer that allows the file system to 
determine when it is best to flush the content to disk. This setting is typically optimal for sequential write data access 
(both small concurrent writes as well as large single stream writes). However in highly random access or highly 
transactional access patterns where intermittent latencies are not desired by the application, turning off the coalescer 
will ensure a more consistent latency across all write operations. This does not mean the data is not kept in cache for 
subsequent read operations but simply means that each write operation will be flushed to disk. This setting can be 
turned on or off on a per directory level allowing high level of flexibility to tune data access per each application based 
on the directory being accessed. The next section will show how to change this setting in the Web User Interface. The 
write caching setting can also be changed user the command line interface:  

# isi set -c on -R /ifs/data/dir1_with_write_cache 

Or 

# isi set -c off -R /ifs/data/dir1_without_write_cache 
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OneFS NFS Server Sync/Async Setting 

By default the OneFS NFS service is set to synchronously commit every write operation to disk as client NFS commit 
requests are sent to the cluster, in effect disabling the OneFS write buffer (coalesce).  In many cases synchronous 
commits are not necessary and disabling it can improve performance. This is particularly true for large sequential 
writes to large files and is also true when small write operations are stalled waiting for commit response to return from 
the cluster. To disable the NFS sync feature run the following command: 

isi_for_array sysctl vfs.nfsrv.async=1 

 

OneFS Data Prefetch Setting 

By default, OneFS pre-fetches file data as detailed in chapter three on SmartCache. This is very beneficial for large 
sequential read operations for single stream and concurrent access because the likely hood of the client needing this 
data outweighs the work associated with additional data I/O. But if the prefetched data is not needed by the client 
than the extra I/O operations become an undesired overhead. This is the case with random access in which the likely 
hood of accessing prefetched data is very low. In this case prefetching can be disabled with the following command. 

isi_for_array sysctl efs.bam.enable_prefetch=0 

 

To make these sysctls changes permanent on the cluster, edit the file /etc/override/sysctl.conf and add either or both 
of the following lines: 

efs.bam.fnprefetch.enable_streaming=1 

 

Optimizing OneFS File Allocation for Single-Stream vs. Concurrent Access 

As discussed, OneFS 5.0 introduces a new file layout optimization feature, which allows an administrator to instruct 
the cluster to optimize file layout for either concurrent access or for single-stream access. This setting is configurable 
on a per directory basis. By default the cluster is set to optimize for concurrent access.  

NOTE: Optimizing file layout of single-stream performance should only be set for 10GigE clients connecting to a 
10GigE Accelerator-x node. This optimization does not benefit data access over standard 1GigE connections. 

• To change this setting for a specific directory, follow these steps: 

• Log on to the Web Administrator User Interface. 

• Click on “File System” and “File System Explorer”. 

• Navigate to the desired directory.  

• Click on the directory to show “Directory Properties”. 

• In the “Performance” section select “Optimize for streaming access”. 

• Similarly, a directory that has been previously modified for ‘streaming’ access can be reverted back to concurrent 

and vice versa.  
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When making such changes on an existing data set, OneFS traverses the data set and distributes all files using 

the proper optimization file layout. This process may take some time. It can be tracked by monitoring the file 

system ‘restriper’ service status by running ‘isi restripe’ on the cluster CLI. 

Flexible file allocation can also be modified using the CLI with the ‘isi set’ command. For example: 

# mkdir /ifs/data/streaming 

# isi set -c on -R -l streaming /ifs/data/streaming 

Or  

# mkdir /ifs/data/concurrency 

# isi set -c on –R -l concurrency /ifs/data/streaming 

Optimizing OneFS for Multi-File Single-Stream Performance 

Certain applications create single-stream workloads by writing sequential parts of the stream into separate files. 
Those files are named in-order, using a numerical identifier in the file name. This is standard, for example, when 
generating 2K media streams using the DPX video format. Such files are typically between 8MB and 16MB in size, 
depending on the video format resolution, and are numbered in sequence based on their order in the video timeline.  

By default, OneFS employs a pre-fetch mechanism to read ahead data within an open file but it does not pre-fetch 
data across multiple files. To optimize read performance when reading mutli-file single-streams, OneFS can be set to 
pre-fetch data from a sequence of files based on a the numbering scheme embedded within the file name. Multi-file 
pre-fetching is available for both files written in streaming  and concurrent  mode.  
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To activate this feature for all sub-directories in streaming mode use the following CLI syctl command: 

sysctl efs.bam.fnprefetch.enable_streaming=1 

To activate this feature for all sub-directories in concurrent mode use the following CLI syctl command: 

sysctl efs.bam.fnprefetch.enable_concurrent=1 

These sysctls should only be applied in Accelerator-x nodes on a node-by-node basis. To make these sysctls 
permanent locally on a specific node, edit the file /etc/local/sysctl.conf and add either or both of the following lines: 

efs.bam.fnprefetch.enable_streaming=1 

efs.bam.fnprefetch.enable_concurrent=1 

NOTE: using streaming mode or multi-file prefetch mode does not provide any extra benefit on clients connected to 
storage nodes or standard accelerator nodes with 1-gigabit client connections.  

Switch Settings 

Isilon Systems uses 1GigE or 10GigE switches to facilitate client connections. It is recommended to use switches 
capable of providing wire rate switching that flow control and jumbo frames. Please ensure all network cables are 
proffessional grade.  

Performance can be improved with an Ethernet switch set to jumbo frames (client must also be set to jumbo frames—
not just the switch). If some applications/clients do not support jumbo frame size packets the client network must be 
set to 1500MTU. Depending on the switch, jumbo frames can be enabled globally across the switch and/or on a port-
by-port basis. Clients that support jumbo frames can have their MTU set to 9000 by configuring the Ethernet network 
interface card. Please see your user manual for both switch and client MTU configuration.  

Please refer to the “Isilon IQ Switch Configuration Guide” for details on recommended switches and switch 
configurations. 

Client Performance Tuning Options 

Client performance is dependent on two major factors: The first is the OS file sharing protocols that are predominant 
for each OS. Second are the hardware considerations that need to be addressed for each type of client. Specific 
client settings vary with different releases of client and Isilon software; please refer to the Isilon Insight knowledge 
base for the most up to date information. 

Options for All Clients 

• Make sure that the uplink to the switch connected to your cluster has sufficient bandwidth to fulfill the client 
requests. 

• Use protocol options where available to tune for highest performance. 

• Make sure that the client is not the limiting factor. For example, reading and writing from a slow client hard drive. 
For optimal results when connecting to an IQ cluster via NFS clients, Isilon recommends the following settings: 

• Use NFS V3 over TCP (not UDP) 

• For 1GigE connections, read and write buffer sizes of at least 32KB (32768 bytes) are recommended. 

• For 10GigE connections, a read buffer size of 128K (131072), and a write buffer size of 512KB (524288 
bytes) are recommended. 
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• Use large enough TCP memory buffers and queue sizes based on size of read and write operations. 

• For more NFS performance tuning please refer to the Isilon Systems Insight knowledge base article 1490 
“Tuning NFS Service for Maximum Performance”. 

Supported File Networks Protocols 

Mac OSX 10.5 introduced a complete redesign of the NFS protocol stack. While performance baseline testing with 
OS X 10.4.11 capped at 150MB/s, baseline testing with OS X 10.5.3 doubled to 300MB/s.  

Isilon and Mac OS X also support the SMB file sharing protocol which provides about half the NFS performance 
(55MB/s over 1GigE link and 150MB/s over 10GigE).  

 

Mac OSX NFS Mount Options 

For gigabit connections: mount -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,nolock,rwsize=32768 1.2.3.4:/ifs /mnt 

For 10GbE connections:  mount -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,nolock,rsize=131072,wsize=524288 

 

Linux NFS Mount Options 

For gigabit connections: mount -t nfs -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,rwsize=32768 1.2.3.4:/ifs /mnt 

For 10GbE connections:  mount -t nfs -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,rsize=131072,wsize=524288 1.2.3.4:/ifs 
/mnt 

 

For Solaris NFS Mount Options 

For gigabit connections: mount -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,rwsize=32768 1.2.3.4:/ifs /mnt 

For 10GbE connections: mount -o vers=3,tcp,hard,intr,rsize=131072,wsize=524288 

 

Windows CIFS Oplocks 

By default, Windows uses the CIFS (SMB) protocol to access data on remote shares. CIFS supports the use of 
Oplocks, which allow Windows clients to optimize performance by obtaining a lock on the client and caching all data 
locally. OneFS ensures consistency of data by coordinating the locks between clients and ensuring that client cached 
data is committed to the storage system before other clients access or override that data.  

 

Windows Hummingbird Maestro Solo NFS Client 

For optimizing single-stream performance on Windows clients using a 10GigE network to an Accelerator-x with 
10GigE, Isilon recommends running the Hummingbird Maestro Solo SP14 NFS client software. Please refer to the 
Isilon Insight Knowledge Base for Hummingbird NFS Maestro Solo for recommended settings. 
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7. Summary 
With the influx of file based data generated by an ever increasing range of applications and workflows, companies 
need scalable storage solutions that can provide a competitive edge by increasing productivity and reducing storage 
infrastructure cost, refocusing resources on breakthroughs and innovation.  

Isilon scale-out NAS offers an ideal storage platform to meet the needs of a variety of enterprise applications as well 

as high-performance computing applications delivering over to 45GB/sec of aggregate throughput and 1.7 million 

IOps in a single file system. By leveraging the scalability and ease of use of Isilon scale-out NAS, IT organizations 

can rely on a storage infrastructure that will continue to increase performance on-demand to support their expanding 

application requirements.  

For more information, about our solutions for your storage needs, please visit  www.isilon.com 
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Appendix 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Question: What is the maximum number of storage nodes in an Isilon IQ cluster? 

Answer: The current limit is 144 nodes of any type in one cluster. 

 

Question: What is the recommended 10GigE Accelerator-x to storage node ratio for performance? 

Answer: The answer depends on the actual workflows. As a general rule for the initial accelerator in the cluster, at 
least five X-Series and three S-Series storage nodes are required while subsequent accelerators require 1:3 
Accelerator-x to X-Series and 1:2 Accelerator-x to S-Series node ratio. Some CPU and memory bound workflows may 
benefit from additional Accelerator-x nodes. 

 

Question: What is the maximum number of 10GigE Accelerator-x nodes in an Isilon IQ cluster? 

Answer: there is no hard limit but In a 144 node cluster, at a ratio of 1:2, the maximum number of 10GigE 
Accelerator-x nodes is 48 (with 96 storage nodes). 

 

Question: What is the ratio between CPU and disk in a cluster? 

Answer: The answer depends on the node type raning from a singel quad core SPU per 12 drives to 2 quad core 
CPUs per 36 drives. Please refer to Table 1 above. 

 

Question: What is the size of cache memory per cluster node? 

Answer:  The answer depends on the node type ranging from 4 to 32GB RAM. Please refer to Table 1 above. 

 

Question: Is write cache user configurable? 

Answer:  Yes, you can deactivate write cache in the WebUI or CLI. Other aspects of how caching is used is 
automaticaly defined through SmartCache heuristic algorithms. 

 

Question: How much of the system cache is read and how much is write cache? 

Answer: Each node may have anywhere from 4GB to 32GB RAM of cache. OneFS creates a globally coherent 
cache pool from all nodes in the cluster, used for both read and write operations. The amount of read/write cache as 
adaptive and changes based on the data access pattern. 

 

Question: Why am I seeing such terrible performance numbers using IOMeter? 

Answer: there are many factors that may impact performance benchmarking. One of the key things to watch out for 
when using IOMeter is if each client is writing to a file in a different directory. Please refer to the Isilon knowledge 
base article on “how to run IOMeter” more information. 
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Question:  As an Isilon supported customer, what can I do to tune NFS performance for optimal results? 

Answer:  Please refer to the Isilon knowledge base article (available online)  ID1490 “Tuning NFS Service for 
Maximum Performance”. 

 

Question: How are disk hot-spots managed? 

Answer: OneFS distributes files and meta-data access across all nodes in the cluster in a method that eliminates 
disk hot-spots. 

 

Question: How can I monitor data access performance on the Isilon cluster? 

Answer: for highly performance monitoring OneFS web user interface provides cluster wide performance and CPU 
useage as well as per node performance. For more detailed analysis of the cluste performance use the isi statisticis  
command line interface which offers a very reach set of statistics that can be viewed in a top  like view or exported 
into a csv  file for integration with other reporting tool.s 

Third Party Performance Measurement Tools 

Although there is no better way to measure a storage system performance than to run your production workflow 
against the storage system under study many people resort to using standard third party tools. Various tools are 
designed to test specific performance areas for different kinds of storage devices. Caution should be used if relying 
only on such performance results when using performance tools. It is always recommended to test your application 
workflow against a storage system when possible for the most accurate results. 

Listed below are three examples of testing tools that test different storage components. These could be the protocol 
that connects the clients to the storage. It could be different components inside of a storage system such as cache, 
disks or throughput. Finally, they can simulate end-to-end system usage. While most of these tests are fairly easy to 
execute, their configuration and interpretation of results can be challenging. 

IOMeter 

IOMeter is an I/O subsystem measurement and characterization tool for single and clustered systems. IOMeter does 
for a computer s I/O subsystem what a dynamometer does for an engine: it measures performance under a controlled 
load. IOMeter is both a workload generator (that is, it performs I/O operations in order to stress the system) and a 
measurement tool (that is, it examines and records the performance of its I/O operations and their impact on the 
system). It can be configured to emulate the disk or network I/O load of any program or benchmark, or can be used to 
generate entirely synthetic I/O loads. 

IOMeter features a data generator, Dynamo, which is separate from the configuration and control tool. It can generate 
and measure loads on single or multiple (networked) systems. The benefit is that a test can be run from multiple 
clients to multiple remote storage connections. IOMeter can be used for measurement and characterization of: 

• Performance of disk and network controllers 

• Bandwidth and latency capabilities of buses 

• Network throughput to attached drives 

• Shared bus performance 

• System-level hard drive performance 

• System-level network performance 
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For more Information visit the iometer web site: http://www.iometer.org 

IOZone 

IOZone is a file system benchmark tool. The benchmark generates and measures a variety of file operations. IOZone 
is useful for performing a broad file system analysis of storage platforms. 

While computers are typically purchased with an application in mind it is also likely that, over time, the application mix 
will change. Many vendors have enhanced their operating systems to perform well for some frequently used 
applications. Although this accelerates the I/O for those few applications, it is also likely that the system may not 
perform well for other applications that were not targeted by the operating system. 

An example of this type of enhancement is a database. Many operating systems vendors have tested and tuned the 
file system so that it works well with databases. While the database users are happy, the other users may not be, as 
the system is over allocating system resources to the database users. Over time, the system administrator may 
decide that a few more office automation tasks could be shifted to this machine. The load may now shift from a high 
I/O with random reader needs to a moderate I/O with sequential needs. The users may discover that the machine is 
very slow when running this new application and become dissatisfied with the decision to purchase this platform. By 
using IOZone to get broad file system performance coverage the buyer is much more likely to see any hot or cold 
spots and pick a platform and operating system that is better balanced. 

• POSIX async I/O 

• Mmap() file I/O 

• Normal file I/O 

• Single stream measurement 

• Multiple stream measurement 

• Distributed fileserver measurements (Cluster) 

• POSIX pthreads 

• Multi-process measurement 

• Excel importable output for graph generation 

• Latency plots 

• Large file compatible 

• Stonewalling in throughput tests to eliminate straggler effects 

• Processor cache size configurable 

• Selectable measurements with fsync, O_SYNC 

For more Information visit the iozone web site: http://www.iozone.org  
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SpecSFS 

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) is a non-profit corporation formed to establish, maintain 
and endorse a standardized set of relevant benchmarks that can be applied to the newest generation of high-
performance computers. SPEC develops benchmark suites and also reviews and publishes submitted results from 
member organizations and other benchmark licensees. 

SPEC SFS 3.0 (SFS97_R1) is the latest version of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corp.'s benchmark that 
measures NFS file server throughput and response time. It provides a standardized method for comparing 
performance across different vendor platforms.  

SPEC SFS 3.0 (SFS97_R1) Settings:              SPEC SFS 3.0 (SFS97_R1): File Size Distribution 

 

• NFS v2 and v3 

• Use TCP or UDP 

• Simulate real-world NFS workloads 

• Precompiled binaries 

• Basic and advanced UI 

• Report page generation tool 

 

 

 

For more Information visit the spec web site: http://www.spec.org 

Abbreviations Table 

Unit Escription Values 

B Bit 0 or 1 

B Byte 8 bits 

Kb Kilobit 1000 bits 

KiB or KB kibibyte (binary) 1024 bytes 

KB kilobyte (decimal) 1000 bytes 

Mb Megabit 1000 kilobits 

MiB Mebibyte (binary) 1024 Kilobytes 

MB Megabyte (decimal) 1000 Kilobytes 

Gb Gigabit 1000 Megabits 

GiB Gibibyte (binary) 1024 Megabytes 

GB Gigabyte (decimal) 1000 Megabytes 

Percentage Filesize 

33% 1KB 

21% 2KB 

13% 4KB 

10% 8KB 

8% 16KB 

5% 32KB 

4% 64KB 

3% 128KB 

2% 256KB 

1% 1MB 
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Megabytes vs. Megabits Performance 

To measure storage, two types of terminology are used. Confusion arises in that the similarity between the two 
diverges as the numbers increase. Describing data transfer rates, bits/bytes are calculated as in the metric system (1 
kilobit [kb] = 10^3 bits = 1,000 bits). Describing data storage, bits/bytes are generally calculated as some exponent of 
2 (1 Kilobyte [KB] = 2^10 bytes 

= 1,024 bytes). These same mechanisms extend to the larger values of Megabyte (MB) and Megabit Mb, Gigabyte 
(GB) and Gigabit (Gb) and so on. 

Data Transfer Rates Data Storage 

1 bit (b) = 0 or 1 = one binary digit  
1 kilobit ( kb) = 10^3 bits = 1,000 bits  
1 Megabit (Mb) = 10^6 bits = 1,000,000 bits  
1 Gigabit (Gb) = 10^9 bits = 1,000,000,000 bits 

1 byte (B) = 8 bits (b)  
1 Kilobyte (K / KB) = 2^10 bytes = 1,024 bytes  
1 Megabyte (M / MB) = 2^20 bytes = 1,048,576 
bytes  
1 Gigabyte (G / GB) = 2^30 bytes = 
1,073,741,824 bytes  
1 Terabyte (T / TB) = 2^40 bytes = 
1,099,511,627,776 bytes 

 

The second aspect is the more subtle but necessary distinction between binary and decimal values of measuring the 
same calculation. The notation distinction is shown with a MiB or MB to represent binary v decimal representation of 
the same metric precursor naming convention. The bi  in the name explicitly shows the value to have been calculated 
using 2^N. As calculated values increase into the Gigabyte, Terabyte and beyond, the distinction of binary v decimal 
becomes more pronounced (see chart). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Binary bi  Decimal 

1 byte (B) = 8 bits (b)  
1 Kibibyte (KiB) = 2^10 bytes = 1,024 bytes  
1 Mebibyte (MiB) = 2^20 bytes = 1,048,576 
bytes  
1 Gibibyte (GiB) = 2^30 bytes = 1,073,741,824 
bytes  
1 Tebibyte (TiB) = 2^40 bytes = 
1,099,511,627,776 bytes 

1 byte (B) = 8 bits (b)  
1 Kilobyte (KB) = 10^3 bytes = 1,000 bytes  
1 Megabyte ( MB) = 10^6 bytes = 1,000,000 
bytes  
1 Gigabyte (GB) = 10^9 bytes = 1,000,000,000 
bytes  
1 Terabyte (TB) = 10^12 bytes = 
1,000,000,000,000 bytes 


